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Titre: In search for the electric dipole moment of the electron:
Investigation of effective electric fields in candidate molecular systems
The Standard Model (SM) of elementary particle physics is not the ultimate theory
of the universe. Important postulated extensions to the SM (such as supersymmetric extensions, GUT’s etc.) require the existence of permanent electric dipole moments (EDM)
of elementary particles in the leptonic sector of matter, for example of electrons [1]. The
SM predicts the electron EDM to be as small as ≈ 10−38 e cm. However, most extensions
to it predict the value of the electron EDM to be many orders of magnitude larger, up
to ≈ 10−26 e cm. Such values reach into the measurable range of today’s modern experiments. The most promising “environment” for measuring an electron EDM is various
kinds of polar diatomic molecules containing a heavy atom.
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~ with an elecThe interaction of an electron’s EDM D
tric field at it’s position is necessarily parity (P) and
time-reversal (T ) violating (P, T -odd). Such an interaction has so far not been observed in nature. The
corresponding Hamiltonian operator has recently been implemented [2] into a powerful and general relativistic electronic-structure method [3] for atoms
and molecules which is part of the Dirac11 program
package [4].

The work to be carried out in this intership concerns the search for suitable and perhaps
promising candidate diatomic molecules for finding an electron EDM (such as PtH+ ,
HfH+ , WC, and others). The studies encompass molecular relativistic electronic structure
calculations on low-lying electronic states of these molecules and the calculation of the
effective internal electric fields (Eeff ) coupling to the postulated EDM of the electron. Eeff
is an important quantity connecting directly with the experimental measurements carried
out by various groups worldwide.
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